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Let A be a semifinite von Neumann algebra, with countably decomposable 
center, on the Hilbert space H. A measurable vector is a linear functional on 
H whose domain contains a strongly dense domain and which satisfies certain 
continuity conditions. H can be embedded as a dense subspace of the topological 
vector space of measurable vectors. The measurable vectors are a module over 
the measurable operators, and the action of measurable operators on measurable 
vectors is jointly continuous with respect to suitable topologies. If A is standard, 
then the measurable operators and measurable vectors are isomorphic as 
topological vector spaces. If the center of A is not countably decomposable, 
the results hold with minor changes. 
1. INTR~DUOTI~N 
Let A be a semifinite von Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space H. 
Segal [4] developed a theory of measurable operators; a measurable 
operator is a closed operator affiliated with A with strongly dense 
domain [4, Def. 2.11. Below we develop a theory of measurable vectors. 
We initially assume that the center of A is countably decomposable. 
In (2) measurable vectors are defined; a measurable vector is a 
linear functional on H whose domain contains a strongly dense domain, 
and which satisfies some mild continuity conditions. The measurable 
vectors form a topological vector space in which H is embedded as a 
dense subspace. In (3) the action of measurable operators on 
measurable vectors is defined; this action extends the action of A on H. 
It is shown that the measurable vectors are a module over the 
measurable operators and the action of measurable operators on 
measurable vectors is jointly continuous with respect to suitable 
topologies. In (4) an algebraically finite standard gauge space 
(L2(A), A, m) is considered. In this case, the space of measurable 
operators is (with respect to suitable topologies) topologically linearly 
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isomorphic to the space of measurable vectors by a mapping which 
extends the canonical embedding of operators in L2(A) n A into the 
Hilbert space L2(A). In (5) restriction of A to a subspace of H, sub- 
algebras, and tensor products are considered. In (6) expansions of 
measurable vectors with respect to an orthonormal basis, the action of 
nonmeasurable operators on measurable vectors, and solutions of 
some differential equations are discussed. In (7) the case when the 
center of A is not countably decomposable is discussed; essentially 
the same results hold with minor modifications and reinterpretations. 
While revising this paper, we learned that Nelson [8] has obtained 
some similar results. Nelson’s definitions and ours differ in most cases 
and his approach and techniques of proof are different. 
2. MEASURABLE VECTORS 
Throughout this paper, A is a semi finite von Neumann algebra 
acting on the Hilbert space H. The identity operator on H is denoted 
by I. The symbols P, Q, R, possibly subscripted, always stand for 
projections in A. Subscripts of i, j, k, n vary over the natural numbers 
unless stated otherwise. If f is any function, D(f) denotes the domain 
of f. 
DEFINITION 1. P is algebraically finite iff there is no partial 
isometry U E A such that U* U = P and UU* < P. P is algebraically 
cofinite iff I - P is algebraically finite. A is algebraically finite iff 1 is 
algebraically finite. 
DEFINITION 2. A core is a sequence [P,] such that P, t I and Pl is 
algebraically cofinite. If [PJ and [R,] are cores, then [Rn] < [Pm] iff 
R, < P, for all 7~. If [P,] is a core, we will use the notation P,, = 0. 
LEMMA 1. Let [P,] and [Q,] b e cores, and let R, be projection on 
P,H n QnH. Then [R,] is a core, [Rn] < [Pm], and [Rn] < [QJ. 
Proof. Let d be a dimension function [4, Def. 1.4 and Theor. l] 
on A. Then d(I - R,) < d(I - P,) + d(1 - QJ < GO a.e., so that 
is algebraically cofinite. 
f&Q )JO 
Furthermore, d(I - P,) 4 0 a.e., and 
a.e., so that d(I - R,) .& 0 a.e., and R, f I. 
Until”Section 7 of this paper, we assume that the center of A is 
countably decomposable. 
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DEFINITION 3. A premeasurable vector v is a linear functional on 
H such that D(v) contains a core and v / PH is bounded if PH _C D(v). 
Notation. If PH _C D(v), then v / PH is a bounded linear functional 
on PH and consequently there is a unique vector in PH, denoted 
Pv, such that (x, v) = (x, Pv) for all x E PH. If [P,J is a core and 
P,H C D(v) for all n, we will say that [PJ is a core for v. 
We want to redefine D(v) to be as large a set as possible, on which v 
satisfies some continuity condition. 
DEFINITION 4. The joint variation of x and v, where x E H, is 
defined by / x 1 v / = sup xi i(Q(x, v)i, where the sup is taken over all 
finite sets of mutually orthogonal projections Qi E A such that 
QiH C D(v) for all i. 
LEMMA 2. Let [PJ be a core for v. Then j x / v 1 = sup xi I( Qix, v)\, 
where the sup is taken over all jinite sets of mutually orthogonal projec- 
tions Qi E A such that xi Qi < P, for some n. 
Proof. We prove the lemma when / x 1 v / < co. Let E > 0 be 
given. Then there is a finite set of mutually disjoint projections Qi 
such that / x I v / - E < Ci l(QiX, v)] = Ci ~(Q$x, Q~v)\. For each n, 
let Qi,n be projection on QiH n P,H. Then Qisn T Qi as n + CO, so 
that (Qi,nx, Qiv> --+ <Qix, Qiv> as n -+ co for each i. For n sufficiently 
large, Ci l<QiX, v>l - 6 G Ci I(Qi,nX, Qiv>l = Ci l<Qi,~ v>l- 
LEMMA 3. Let [Pn] and [QJ be cores for v, x E H, and I x 1 v j < CO. 
Then lim,,,(P,x, v) exists, limn+*(Qnx, v> exists, and 
Proof. For each k, C”,=, I((P, - Pnpl)x, v)l < I x / v I, so that 
the series x:-i ((P, - Pnpl)x, v) is absolutely convergent and 
therefore convergent. 
For each n, let R, be projection on P,H n QnH. Then [Rn] is a core 
by Lemma 1, and it suffices to prove 
;+% (Pnx, v) = ;i~ (R,x, v). 
Let E > 0 be given. By Lemma 2, there is a finite set of mutually 
orthogonal projections Si such that xi Si < Ri for some j and 
j x 1 v 1 - E < x:i ((Six, v)l. For k 3 j, the projection Pk - R, is 
orthogonal to each of the Si , so that j(Pkx, v) - (R,x, v)l = 
i((P, - R,)x, v)] < E by the definition of I x 1 v /. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let v be a premeasurable vector. The measurable 
vector u is defined by D(V) = {x E H: 1 x 1 v / < co} and for x E D(v), 
(x, V) = limn+co(Pnx, v), where [PJ is any core for v. 
DEFINITION 6. Let u be a measurable vector and x E D(V). Then 
x is a regular vector for z, if there is a projection P E A such that 
Px = x and PH C D(v). (Th is is equivalent to closure (A’x) C D(V), 
where A’ is the cornmutant of A.) If x is not a regular vector for zi, 
then x is a singular vector for ZI. 
Notation. H, is the set of measurable vectors for the action of A 
on H. 
Remark 1. If v is the measurable vector obtained from v, then 
any core for v is a core for ZI. D(V) need not be affiliated with A; this 
could be remedied by changing the definition to be D(V) = 
{x E H: 1 TX / v 1 < co for all T E A’}. If x is a regular vector for v, 
then x is a regular vector for u and (x, V) = (x, v). If x is a singular 
vector for v and x E D(v), it is possible to have (x, V) # (x, v). 
EXAMPLES 1. Let A = B(H) = all bounded operators on the 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H. Then HA = H, since if [PJ 
is a core, then P, = I for 72 sufficiently large. 
EXAMPLE 2. A = B(H), but A acts on H@H by T+T@I. 
ThenH@HA = H@H. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let H = L2[1, CO) and A = Lm[l, 00); Lebesgue 
measure is used. H, is the set of measurable functions on [l, co) 
(which are finite valued a.e.). 
Let B = {feLm[l, co): f is constant on each interval [n, 11 + 1)). 
Then R, and R, can be canonically identified. 
Let f(x) = 1 f i n < x < 1z + l/2 and -1 if n + l/2 < x < n, 
and g(x) = l/n if n < x < n + 1, where n varies over the positive 
integers. Consider f as a measurable vector. If A is used, then 
/gjfl=oosothatg$D(f).IfBisused,thenIg/f/=Osothat 
g E W) and (g,f) = 0. C onsequently, different von Neumann 
algebras on H may yield essentially equal sets of measurable vectors, 
and yet the domain of a measurable vector may vary with the algebra. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let (X, T, m) be a a-finite measure space with no 
infinite point masses, H = L2(X, 7, m) and A = L”(X, 7, m). B, is 
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the set of measurable functions on X (which are finite valued a.e.). 
If f ER, , then D(f) = {g E H: fg EL~(X,T,~)}. 
LEMMA 4. Let v be a measurable vector, and assume PH C D(v). 
Then v is a bounded linear functional on PH. 
Proof. Let v arise from the premeasurable vector v, [PJ be any 
core for v, x E H, and Px = x. Then (x, v) = lim,,,(P,x, v), so 
that the sequence of bounded linear functionals x -+ (Pnx, v) on PH 
is pointwise bounded on PH. By the Uniform Boundedness Theorem, 
the limit functional x + (x, v) is bounded on PH. 
Remark 2. Lemma 4 implies that a measurable vector is also a 
premeasurable vector. Thus if x E D(v) and [PJ is a core for v, then 
(x, v) = limn,=(Pnx, v). 
If v is a measurable vector and [PJ is a core for v, then v is uniquely 
determined by v 1 u, P,H. We will frequently define a measurable 
vector by specifying its restriction to a core. 
If vr and vZ are measurable vectors, then / vi 1 v2 1 and (vi , vZ) can 
be defined exactly as before, and the lemmas and proofs hold, provided 
that projections are used whose ranges are contained in D(vl) r\ D(vug). 
DEFINITION 7. The sequence vuj of measurable vectors converges 
to the measurable vector v locally L2 if there is a common core [PJ 
for v and all the V~ such that limi,, I/ P,(v - vj)li = 0 for all n. 
DEFINITION 8. The sequence vj of measurable vectors converges 
to the measurable vector v in measure if every subsequence vujck) has 
a subsequence vjtktn)) such that v~(~(~)) + v locally L2. 
Remark 3. In Examples 1 and 2, uniform convergence, conver- 
gence locally L2, and convergence in measure are equivalent. 
Remark 4. In most cases, H $ HA , and there are no nonzero 
continuous linear functionals on HA since a continuous linear 
functional on nA must be in H, and if x E H, x # 0, then in most 
cases x cannot be in D(v) for all v E HA . 
Remark 5. In Example 4, convergence a.e. implies but is not 
implied by local L2 convergence. If m(X) < co, then our definition of 
convergence in measure agrees with the usual definition. 
Remark 6. If vu, + v locally L2, then 11 Q(v - vn)ll need not have 
limit 0 as n -+ co even though QH C D(v) and QH C D(vn) for all n. 
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Remark 7. We will be concerned primarily with convergence in 
measure. Local L2 convergence is introduced in order to generate 
convergence in measure since we are unable to introduce an analog 
to convergence a.e. 
LEMMA 5. Let [PJ be a corefor each i. Then there is afunction n(i) 
and a core [PJ such that Pr, < Pi,kn(i) for all i, k. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 5 is contained in the proof of [4, 
Theor. 61. 
LEMMA 6. Convergence locally L2 and convergence in measure each 
determine a topology on EA . 
Proof. We prove the lemma for convergence locally L2. The 
proof for convergence in measure then follows easily. Define a closure 
operator on the subsets of RA by cl(Y) = (v E f7,: there is a sequence 
vu, E Y such that vu, + v locally L2}. To show that convergence 
locally L2 defines a topology, it is sufficient to show that the closure 
operator satisfies the Kuratowski closure axioms [2, p. 431. The only 
nontrivial part is that cl(cl( Y)) = cl(Y). 
For each n, let v,,, + 21, locally L2; let 0, + v locallyL2. For each n, 
there is a core [PJ such that limm+m I/ P&vu, - v~,,)I/ = 0 for each 
j. By Lemma 5, there is a function j(n) and a core [Pi] such that 
Pi < P,,ii(,) for all i, n. For each i and n, 
Choose m(n) so that // Pn(vm - v,,,(%))ll < I/n. Since V~ -+ v locally 
L2, there is a core [Qi] such that lim,,, II Qi(v - vn)lI = 0 for each i. 
Let Ri be projection on P,H n QiH. Then 
II Ri(V - %m(n) III < II RF - %ll + II w?I - %,m(n))ll 
< II 84~ - G + II ~nbz - vww)// for n a i. 
Remark 8. Convergence locally L2 and convergence in measure 
generate the same topology on RA . Whenever we mention continuity, 
density, or some other topological notion, it should be interpreted in 
terms of convergence of sequences rather than in the usual way. 
DEFINITION 9. Let v and w be measurable vectors, c a complex 
number, and [P,] a common core for v and w. Then cv + w is the 
unique measurable vector such that (x, cv + w) = ~(x, v) + (x, w> 
for x E u, P,H. 
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THEOREM 1. The set rr, of measurable vectors is a topological vector 
space with respect to either local L2 convergence or convergence in measure. 
H is dense in R, in either of these topologies. ,Ff, is sequentially complete 
with respect to local L2 convergence. 
Proof. Let v and w be measurable vectors and let vi and wi be 
sequences of measurable vectors with vi + v locally L2 and wi -+ w 
locally L2. By Definition 7 and Lemma 1, there is a common core 
[I?,] for v, w, the v, , and the w, such that limi,, I/ R,(v - vi)11 = 0 
and lim+, 11 R,(w - euj)ll = 0 for all n. Then 
ii? II U(v + 4 - h + 4)ll = 0 for all 72, 
so that (vi + wj) + (v + w) locally L2. Thus addition is continuous 
with respect to convergence locally L2. The remainder of the proof that 
.f7, is a topological vector space follows similarly. We now show that 
HA is sequentially complete with respect to local L2 convergence. 
Let V~ be Cauchy locally L2. Then there is a common core [PJ for 
the V~ such that, for fixed n, P,vj is a Cauchy sequence in norm in j. 
Let v(n) = lim+, P,vj , where the limit is taken in the uniform 
topology. Define a measurable vector v on (J, P,H by (x, v) = 
(x, v(n)) if P,x = X. Then II P,(v - v(n))11 = 0, so that for each n, 
limj,% II P,(v - vi)11 = 0. 
3. MEASURABLE OPERATORS AND MEASURABLE VECTORS 
DEFINITION 10 [4, Def. 21.11. Let T be a closed operator affiliated 
with A. Then T is measurable if the domain of T contains a core. 
THEOREM 2 [4, Cor. 5.11. If T is a measurable operator and [P,] is a 
core for T, then T is the closure of T I (J, P,H. If S and T are measurable 
operators, [P,] is a common core for S and T, and S / (J, P,H = 
T I u, P,H, then S = T. 
Notation. For the remainder of this paper, any operator mentioned 
is assumed to be measurable, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
DEFINITION 11 [4, Def. 2.21. The sum or product of measurable 
operators is the closure of the usual sum or product. 
DEFINITION 12 [7, p. 231. The sequence T, of measurable 
operators converges to T almost everywhere (a.e.) if for every E > 0, 
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there is a core [Pm] such that /I( T - T,)P, 11 < E for all n sufficiently 
large. 
DEFINITION 13. The sequence T, of measurable operators 
converges to T in measure if every subsequence T,(t) contains a 
subsequence Tncjck)) such that T,(i(k)) -+ T a.e. (Segal [4] calls this 
star convergence.) 
THEOREM 3 [4, Cor. 9.31. The set of operators measurable with 
respect to A is a topological ring with involution in the topology of 
convergence in measure (multiplication being separately, but not necessarily 
jointly, continuous). 
Remark 9. The measurable operators are not necessarily a 
topological *-algebra. If A = B(H), then scalar multiplication is not 
continuous with respect to convergence in measure. 
THEOREM 4 [4, Theor. 31. Let [RJ be a core for T and let [Pn] be 
any core. Let S, = {v E R,H: TV E P,H). Then [S,] is a core. 
DEFINITION 14. Let a be a measurable vector with core [PJ. Let 
T be a measurable vector and [RJ a core for T*. Let 
S, = (x E R,H: T*x E P,H). 
Then TV is the unique measurable vector such that (x, TV) = 
(T*x, v) for x E (J, S,H. 
Remark 10. In Definition 14, [S,] is a core by Theorem 4. If x is a 
regular vector for T* (i.e., closure (A’x) C D(T*)) and T*x is a regular 
vector for v, then (x, TV) = (T*x, v); we do not know how generally 
this relation holds. 
THEOREM 5. The measurable vectors are a module over the 
measurable operators. The action of measurable operators on measurable 
vectors is jointly continuous in measure. 
Proof. The proof will be in four parts and will be interrupted for 
three lemmas. 
(1) T(hv + w) = hTv + Tw. Let [PJ be a common core for v 
and w, [Rn] be a core for T*, and Qn = {x E R,H: T*x E P,H}. Then 
Qn is a core (by Theor. 4) for both T(Xv + w) and hTv + Tw. If 
x E u, QnH, then 
(x, T(hv + w)) = (T*x,Av + w) = X(T*x,v) +(T*x,w) 
= (x,hTv) +(x, Tw) = (x,ATv + Tw). 
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(2) (S + T)v = Sv + TV. Let [PJ be a core for v, [R,] a 
common core for S* and T*, and Qn = {x E R,H: S*x E P,H and 
T*x E P,H). Then [QJ is a core by Theorem 4 and Lemma 1. If 
x E u, QnH, then 
(x, (S + T)v) = ((S + T)*x, v) = (S*x + T*x, v) 
= (S*x, v) + (T*x, v) = (x, Sv) + (x, TV) 
= (x, Sv + TV). 
(3) (ST)v = S(Tv). Let [Pm] be a core for cu, [Rn] a core for S*, 
and [IX,] a core for T*. Let T, = {x E W,H: T*x E P,H} and 
S, = {x E R,H: S*x E T,H}; [TJ and [S,] are cores by Theorem 4. 
Note that [S,] is a core for T*S*. Let x E u, S,H. Then T*S*x E P,H, 
so that (x, (ST)v) = ((ST) *x, v) = (T*S”x, v) = (S*x, TV) = 
(x, s( TV)). 
LEMMA 7. Let v, vj be measurable vectors with vi + v locally L2. 
Then there are vectors y, yi E H and a measurable operator T such that 
v = Ty, vj = Tyj for allj, and yj + y uniformly. 
Proof. There is a common core [PJ for the vj and v such that 
limj,, /I P,(v - vj)li = 0 for each n. Let Qi = Pi - Pi-l and 
b(i) = max{lI Qivi I/: 1 < j < 00, 1, /j Qiv [I>. Let T = xi i”b(i)Q,, 
y = Ci Qiv/(i2b(i)) and yj = x.i Q,vt/(i”b(i)). Then T is a measurable 
operator, v = Ty, and vj = Tyj . 
II Y - yj II G f II Qi(v - v4/(i2WN + f z/i2 
i=l i=k+l 
for any integer k; the uniform convergence of yj to y is a trivial 
consequence of the local L2 convergence of vj to v. 
LEMMA 8. Let Tj be a sequence of measurable operators with Tj + 0 
in measure and let v E HA . Then Tjv + 0 in measure. 
Proof. By Lemma 7, there is a measurable operator T and y E H 
such that v = Ty, let Sj = T,T. Then Sj + 0 in measure by 
Theorem 3 and clearly Siy = TiTy = Tjv for allj. 
By Theorem 3, Sj* + 0 in measure, and so some subsequence 
SFtm, + 0 a.e. For each n, there is a common core [Pn,J for the 
S&, and a number m(n) such that I/ Sj*cm,Pn,m (I < l/n for m > m(n). 
By Lemma 5, there is a function k(n) and a core [Qi] such that 
k(n) 3 m(n) for all n and Qi < Pn,ik(n) for all i, n. 
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Consider the subsequence Sjtnktn)). 
II Qi&dnHY II 
= SUP l(Q&nm~, x>l = SUP KY, $hc(n))Qi+I 
G II Y II II %%m)Qi II < II Y II II $~n$‘n,i~(n) II < II Y II/n 
for n > i, where the sup is taken over the unit ball of QiH. 
LEMMA 9. Let T be a measurable operator and assume vj --t 0 
locally L2. Then Tvj + 0 locally La. 
Proof. There is a common core [PJ for the vj such that 
limi,, 11 P,vi 11 = 0 f or each n. Let [RJ be a core for T*, and 
Qn = {x E R,H: T*x E P,H}. Then [Qn] is a core by Theorem 4. If 
the sup is taken over the unit ball of QnH, then for j > n, 
II QnTvj II = SUP I<QnTvj > x>l = SUP I<Vj 9 T*x)I 
= SUP l@‘nvj , T*x)l < II p,avi IIII T*R, Il. 
(4) Completion of the proof of Theorem 5. It remains to show that 
if S, --t S and vi -+ v, then Sivj --+ Sv, all convergence being in 
measure. Since SV - SjVj = -(S - Sj)(V - Vj) + S(V - Vj) + (S - Sj)V; 
by Lemmas 8 and 9, it suffices to prove that Sjvj + 0 if Sj --f 0 and 
vj + 0, all convergence being in measure. Pass to a subsequence and 
renumber so that vj + 0 locally L2. 
By Lemma 7, there is a sequence yj E H and a measurable operator 
T such that vj = Tyj for all j and yj + 0 uniformly. Let Tj = S,T; 
then Tiyj = SiVj. Then Tj* -+ 0 in measure by Theorem 3; pass 
to a subsequence and renumber so that Tj* -+ 0 a.e. For each n, there 
is a core [Dn,j] and a number m(n) such that 
II D,,jTj II = II Tj*Dn,j II < l/n for j 3 m(n). 
By Lemma 5, there is a function j(n) and a core [QJ such that 
j(n) > m(n) for all n and Qk < Dn,kj(,) for all k, n. 
Consider the subsequence T,,(,)Y,~(,) . For n 3 K, 
II Q/cTnj(s)Ylaj(n) II G II QkTnj(n) IIII Ynjtn) II 
d II Dn,,j(n)Tnj(n) II IIYnj(n) II d II ~lzj(n) II/n 
and therefore limrr+m II Q/cTni(n)Ynjdl = 0 for each IL 
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4. MEASURABLE VECTORS AND ALGEBRAICALLY FINITE 
STANDARD GAGE SPACES 
A measurable function on a a-finite measure space is identified with 
a closed densely defined operator on the associated L2 space. Thus the 
completion of L2 in the topology of local L2 convergence can be 
canonically identified with the completion of the multiplication algebra 
of the measure space in the topology of convergence a.e. Below this 
identification is extended to the noncommutative case. 
Thus far we have used the noncommutative analog of a measure 
rather than of a measure class. The noncommutative analog of a 
measure is a gage. Recall that a von Neumann algebra A on H is 
standard if there is a conjugate-linear isometry J from H onto H 
such that J” = I, JA J = A’, and JTJ = T” for T in the center of A. 
DEFINITION 15. A gage space is a triple (H, A, m), where H is a 
Hilbert space, A is a von Neumann algebra on H, and m is a non- 
negative real-valued completely additive function on the projections P 
in A such that m(P) # 0 if P # 0, P is the 1.u.b. of projections on 
which m is finite, and m(P) = m( U*PU) if U is a unitary operator in 
A. (Segal [4, Def. 1.11 calls this a regular gage space.) The gage space 
is finite (infinite) if m(1) < co (m(1) = GO). The gage space is standard 
iff A is standard and algebraically finite iff A is algebraically finite. 
Segal [4] developed a theory of integration for measurable oprators 
associated with a gage space. Most of the usual integration theory 
remains valid, but the proofs are more complicated. Lebesgue spaces 
Lp(H, A, m) can be constructed and have the usual properties; see [3] 
and [4]. We will write Lp(A) for LP(H, A, m) to simplify the notation. 
Note that L”(A) = A. If S and T are measurable operators, it is 
possible to have m(ST) defined and m(TS) undefined. If m(ST) and 
m(TS) are defined, one would expect that m(ST) = m(TS); this is 
easy to show if S ELP(A) and TEL*(A) with l/p + l/p = 1. Below 
we prove that m( ST) = m( TS) under certain other conditions. We 
know of no example where these quantities are both defined but are 
not equal. 
LEMMA 10. Let (H, A, m) be an algebraically finite standard gage 
space. Then there is a core [Qn] such that each Qn is contained in the 
center of A and m(&) < Go for each n. 
Proof. By [4, Definition 1.4, and Theorem 11, there is a dimension 
function d for A. By [l, Proposition 4, p. 2651, there is a normal trace 
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m, on the center of A such that m(p) = m,(d(P)) for all P E A. Since m 
is faithful and semifinite, m, is semifinite by [I, Proposition 2, p. 2631. 
The lemma is now an immediate consequence of the countable 
decomposability of the center of A and a standard use of Zorn’s lemma. 
THEOREM 6. Let (H, A, m) be an algebraically jinite standard gage 
space and let S and T be measurable operators. 
(1) If S = S*, T = T* and ST E Ll(A), then TS E Lx(A), 
m(ST) = m(TS), and m(ST) is a real number. 
(2) If S = S”, ST ELM, and TS E Ll(A), then m(ST) = 
m( TS). 
(3) If ST ELM, S*T ELI(A), ST* ELM, andS*T*ELl(A), 
then m(ST) = m(TS). 
Proof. Parts 2 and 3 follow from part 1 by polarization. We prove 
part 1. Assume for now that T E A. By Lemma 10, there is a core [QJ 
contained in the center of A such that m(Q,) < co for all n. Let P, 
be the spectral projection of S for the interval [-n, n] and R, = P,Q, . 
Then R,S = SR, and R,(S) E L1(A) n L”(A). By [4], Theorem 14, 
m(ST) = limn+m m(R,ST) = limn+m m(TR,S) = limn+m m(TSR,) = 
m(TS). Note that TS = (ST)*, so that TS ELM. 
Drop the assumption that T is bounded. Let IV, be the spectral 
projection of T for the interval [-n, n]. Then 
m(ST) = k+i m(STW,J = li+ym(TW,J) li+im(W,TS) = m(TS). 
Now m(TS) = m(ST) = complex conjugate of m((ST)*). 
The von Neumann algebra A acts by multiplication on the left on 
L2(H, A, m), and (L2(H, A, m), A, m) is a standard gage space. If 
(H, A, m) is a standard gage space, then the action of A on H is 
unitarily equivalent to the canonical action of A on L2(H, A, m). 
(In general, the conjugation J on H and the conjugation * on 
L2(H, A, m) are not mapped to each other by the unitary equivalence; 
see [4, Sect. 5.1. 
For the remainder of this section, A acts on L2(A), L2(A) being 
formed with respect to the gage m, and A is algebraically finite. 
If T gL2(A) n L”(A), th en T is both a member of A and of the 
Hilbert space L2(A). Let 4 be the identification map from {T E A: 
T E L2(A) n L”(A)} onto {T E L2(A): T E L2(A) n L”(A)}. Then 
SW) = WT) if S E A and T ELM n L”(A). 
If S, T E L2(A) n L”(A), then m(ST*) = (4(S), 4(T)). 
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LEMMA 11. There is a unique measurable vector, denoted 1, such 
that if [PJ is a core and m(P%) < CO for all n, then r#(PJ + 1 locally L2. 
Proof. Let [PJ b e any core such that m(Pn) < GO for all n; at 
least one such core exists by Lemma 10. Then d(P,) is Cauchy locally 
L2, and by Theorem 1, there is a measurable vector 1 such that 
+(PJ -+ 1 locally L 2. Let [Rn] be any core with [RJ < [Pa]. By 
Lemma 9, for each j, 
the limits are taken locally L2. Then limj,, $(Rj) = lim+, R,l = 
I1 = 1; the limits are taken as convergence in measure. 
LEMMA 12. If T eL2(A) n L”(A), then +(T) = Tl. 
Proof. By the proof of the previous lemma, 4(P) = PI if 
m(P) < co. We may assume T = T*. Let P, be the spectral projec- 
tion of T for the interval [-n, n] and Qn be as in Lemma 10. Let 
R, = P,Qn. Then TR, 6L2(A) n L”(A), R, t I and m(R,) < 
m(QJ < CO, so that 
the limits being taken locally L2, since $( TR,) -+ 4(T) in the norm of 
L2(A). 
LEMMA 13. If T ELI(A) n L”(A), then m(T) = (Tl, 1). 
Proof. We may assume T = T*. By the previous lemma, 
Tl ELM. Let R, be as in the previous lemma. Then 
<Tl, 1) = l&(Tl,R,l) = lj~($(T),~#,)) = i+i m(TR,) = m(T) 
by Lemma 3 and [4, Theorem 141. 
DEFINITION 16. If T is a measurable operator, then 4(T) = Tl. 
LEMMA 14. q5 is 1 - 1. 
Proof. Assume T # 0. If+(T) = 0 then Tl = 0, T*Tl = 0, and 
then +( T*T) = 0. Let P, be the spectral projection of T*T for the 
interval (0, n], Qn be as in Lemma 10, and R, = P,Q, . For some n, 
R, # 0. Then R,T*Tl = 0, and R,T*T ELI(A) n L”(A), so by 
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Lemma 13, m(R,T*T) = 0. Since R,T*T is a positive operator, 
R,T*T = 0, which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 15. + is onto. 
Proof. Let z, be a measurable vector. By Lemma 7, there is 
a measurable operator T and y ELM with v = Ty. Then 
v = 6(Trb-YY))- 
DEFINITION 17. If u is a measurable vector, then V* = +(4-l(~)*). 
THEOREM 7. Let (L2(A), A, m) b e an algebraically finite standard 
gage space. Then there is a measurable vector 1 and a mapping + from 
measurable operators to measurable vectors such that: 
(1) 4(T) = T 1 for all measurable operators T. 
(2) I$ is a linear topological *-isomorphism, both spaces having the 
topology of convergence in measure. In addition, for all 
measurable operators S and T, c$(ST) = S+(T). 
(3) If S and T are measurable operators, then 1 +(S) 1 c$( T) 1 < 
Ij ST* [I1 = m(i ST* I). If ST* EL’(A), then 
W9, KW = mW’*). 
(4) Let T be a self-adjoint measurable operator, and v and w be 
measurable vectors. If 
Tc$-l(a) p(w*) EL’(A) and $-l(w) @‘(w*) T E C(A), 
then (TV, w> is defined, (v, Tw) is defined, and (TV, w> = 
<v, Tw). 
Proof. (1) No proof needed. 
(2) 4 is a continuous linear isomorphism by Lemmas 8, 14, and 15. 
We now show that d-l is continuous. Let a, vj be measurable 
vectors with vj --+ v in measure. Then some subsequence vjtn) -+ v 
locally L2. By Lemma 7, there are vectors y, yn ELM and a 
measurable operator T such that v = Ty, vi(,) = Tym for all n, and 
j, -+ y uniformly. By [4, Corollary 13.11, 4-‘( yn) 4 I$-‘( y) in 
measure. Then 
$-l(w) = $-l(Ty) = T$-l(y) = T ii 4-‘(m) = ;E T$-l(y,) 
= i+% H%) = $+c C-‘hd 
the limits being taken in measure. 
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(3) Assume 11 ST* II1 < CO. Let R be any projection such that 
RS, RT ELM. Then 
mw, W)) = W(S), RW)) = (ww, 5ww 
= m(RS(RT)*) = m(RST*R) = m(RST*). 
Let {Ri} be any finite set of mutually orthogonal projections such that 
R,H C D($(S)) n D(#J( T)) for all i. For each i, pick a complex number 
01, 1 01 I = 1, such that ol,m(R,ST*) > 0. Then 
by the definition of the L1 norm [4, Def. 3.41. Thus I+(S) I $( T)l < 
II ST* Ill . 
Assume now that II ST* Ill < co. Let [Pn] be a core such that 
P,S, P,T ELM n L”(A) for all n. Then 
(4(S)> WD = ;E <f’nW), PnW)) = ;i (W’nS), W’nW 
= f+i m(P,S(P,,T)*) = $ m(P,ST*P,) 
= A$W m(ST*P,) = m(ST*) 
by [4, Lemma 13.11 and the hypothesis that ST* E Ll(A). 
4. By Theorem 6, m(T+-l(v)+-l(w*)) = m(+-l(v)d-l(w*)T). By 
part 3 of this theorem, (TV, w) = m( T$-l(v) +-r(w*)) and (v, Tw) = 
m(+-l(v) +-‘( Tw)*) = m(+-l(v) $-l(w*)T). 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be an algebraically Jinite standard von 
Neumann algebra on the Hilbert space H. Then the space of measurable 
operators is topologically linearly isomorphic to the space of measurable 
vectors, both spaces having the topology of convergence in measure. 
Proof. By [4, Corollary 20.1, Theorem 17, and Corollary 19.11, 
there is a gage m on A such that the action of A on A is unitarily 
equivalent to the action of A on L2(H, A, m). Now apply Theorem 7. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be an algebraically$nite von Neumann algebra. 
Then multiplication of measurable operators is jointly continuous in 
measure. (Corollary 2 is implicitly contained in [7, Theor. 3.71.) 
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Remark 11. The hypothesis that A be algebraically finite is 
needed, since otherwise the measurable tracial vector 1 may not exist. 
The conclusions of Theorem 7 are false for B(H) acting on H @ H. 
Remark 12. Let A be an algebraically finite standard von 
Neumann algebra on H. There is no canonical way of embedding a 
dense subspace of A in H and thus eventually identifying measurable 
operators with measurable vectors. Such an identification is determined 
by the selection of a measurable vector u such that P -+ (Pv, v} is 
a gage. 
5. CHANGES IN THE ALGEBRA A 
There are several ways of obtaining von Neumann algebras from a 
given von Neumann algebra A. Below we consider the effect of these 
procedures upon measurable operators and measurable vectors. In 
this section, the word “continuous” is to be understood to mean 
continuous with respect to either of the relevant topologies (i.e., 
convergence a.e., and in measure for measurable operators, and 
convergence locally L2 and in measure for measurable vectors). See 
also Remark 8. 
If P E A, then {PTP / PH} is a von Neumann algebra on the 
Hilbert space PH. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be a von Neumann algebra on H and P a 
projection in A. Then we have the following. 
(1) The mapping S 4 6(S), where B(S)x = SPx, D(O(S)) = 
D(S) @ (I - P)H, is a topological *-isomorphism of the measurable 
operators for PAP onto the set of those measurable operators T for A 
such that TP = PT = T. 
(2) The mapping T + PTP is a continuous linear mapping from the 
measurable operators for A onto the measurable operators for PAP. 
(3) The mapping v -+ 19(v), where D(O(v)) = D(v) @ (I - P)H and 
(x9 e(v)> = (Px, v>, is a topological isomorphism of the measurable 
vectors for PAP onto those measurable vectors w for A such that Pru = w. 
(4) The mapping v --t v 1 PH is a continuous mapping of the measurable 
vectors for A onto the measurable vectors for PAP. 
Proof. If [Pm] is a core for PAP / PH, then [P% + (I - P)] is a 
core for A. If [QJ is a core in A, and R, is projection on QnH n PH, 
then [R,] is a core for PAP 1 PH. With these observations, the proof 
is routine. 
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If P E A’, then {PT 1 PH: T E A) is a von Neumann algebra on PH. 
Let P, be the central carrier of P, i.e., the smallest projection in 
A n A’ which is > P. Then P, is projection on the uniform closure of 
A’PH and A = P,A @ (I - PJA, A’ = P,A’ @ (I- P,)A’. Fur- 
thermore, P,A is canonically *-isomorphic to PA by P,T + PT. The 
following theorem is proved routinely. Theorems 8 and 9 could 
obviously be joined to yield another result. 
THEOREM 9. Let P E A’ and let P, be the central carrier of P. Then 
the ring of measurable operators for P,A is topologically *-isomorphic to 
the ring of measurable operators for PA by T + PT. The measurable 
vectors for PA are topologically *-isomorphic to the closure of PH in the 
measurable vectors for P,A. 
Now let B be a subalgebra of A. In general, the structures of A and B 
can be totally unrelated; e.g., any von Neumann algebra on H is a 
subalgebra of B(H). 
THEOREM 10. Let B be a von Neumann subalgebra of A. Assume 
that, for any projection P E B, ;f P is algebraically finite with respect to B, 
then B is algebraically jinite with respect to A. Then the measurable 
operators for B can be continuously embedded in the measurable operators 
for A. 
Proof. If [PJ is a core for B, then [PJ is a core for A. The proof is 
routine. 
We now consider tensor products. Let A and B be von Neumann 
algebras on the Hilbert spaces H and K, respectively. Let P E A and 
Q E B be algebraically cofinite projections. Then 
I .w-POQ =(IA-P)OI~+PO(I~-Q). 
If A and B are not both algebraically finite, simple examples show that 
the tensor product of measurable operators need not be measurable. 
Let A and B both be algebraically finite. Let M(A) denote the 
measurable operators for A. If SE M(A) and T E M(B), then 
S @ T E M(A @B). Define M(A) @M(B) as the closure of the 
algebraic tensor product M(A) 0” M(B) in M(A @I?). Define 
ir, @ KB as the closure of the algebraic tensor product RA 0” KB -- 
inH@K,,oB. 
THEOREM 11. Let A acting on Hand B acting on K be algebraically 
Jinite von Neumann algebras. Then M(A) @ M(B) is topologically 
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*-isomorhic to M(A @ B) and rr, Q KB is topologically linearly -- 
isomorphic to H @ K,& . The isomorphisms extend the canonical 
embeddings of the algebraic tensor products. 
Proof. Select gages mA on A and mB on B with mA(I,) < 00 and 
@(I,) < CO. By [4], proof of Theorem 22 and Corollary 13.1, 
A @a B is dense in L1(A @ B, H @ K, mA @ mB) (with respect to 
convergence a.e., and convergence in measure). Then A 0” B is 
dense in M(A @B). 
H Q” K is uniformly dense in H @ K and dense in H Q K with 
respect to convergence locally L2 or in measure. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In general, the expansion of a measurable vector with respect to an 
orthonormal basis is useless. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let H = L2[0, co) and A = L”[O, co), with respect 
to Lebesgue measure. Let xE denote the characteristic function of E. 
Let f&4 = xro,&Y2/Z and f orn>,2,letf,(x)=1/10ifO<x~1, 
-l/10 if 1 < x < 2, (98)1/2/1O if n < x < n + 1, and 0 otherwise. 
Extend {fn} to an orthonormal basis of H; e.g., adjoin ~tn-r,nle2cinzz: 
12 > 1, m a nonzero integer). Let v be the measurable vector @. 
Then each member of the orthonormal basis is a regular vector for V, 
but (f, , v} = (e - 1)(2/s en - e + l)/lO, for n 3 3 so that 
limn+m<fn, v> = ~0. In addition, Cf, , v)(x[~.~I ,f,> = (fn, v)/lO, 
for n > 3 so that limn+m(fn , v)(x[~,~I , fn> = CO even though 
x[s,rl is a regular vector for V. 
Let v be a measurable vector, [P,] be a core for V, (e,: h E A> an 
orthonormal basis for H (where A is some index set) and assume that 
for each n, (e,: X E A and e, E P,H) is an orthonormal basis for P,H. 
Let cA = (v, eh), so that v has the formal expansion D = xAEA c,e, . 
Clearly, (A: cA # 0) is countable, and if this set is enumerated in any 
way, then v = Cy=, ciei , where the partial sums converge to z, locally 
L2. If x E u, P,H, then (w, x) = cf, ci(ei , x), the latter series 
being absolutely convergent. If x 6 u, P,H, the series cf, c,(ei , x) 
may fail to converge, even if x is a regular vector for o. If T is any 
measurable operator, then TV = Cy’r ciTei , the series converging 
locally L2 by Lemma 9. 
In general, a nonmeasurable operator cannot be applied to a 
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measurable vector. In the abelian case, one can have an L2 kernel 
K(x, y) and a measurable functionf(y) such that 
s m?Y)f(Y) dm(y) = cm 
on a set of positive measure. 
For the remainder of this section only, the symbols S and T denote 
operators which are not necessarily measurable. The following 
definition is valid by Remark 2. 
DEFINITION 18. Let S be a closed densely defined (not necessarily 
measurable) operator on H and let v be a measurable vector. Assume 
there is a core [P,J for v and a core [Qn] such that U, QnH C D(S*) 
and S*: QnH -+ P,H for all n. Then Sv is the unique measurable 
vector such that (Sv, x> = (v, S*x) for x E U, QnH. 
Remark 13. Other definitions of the action of an operator on a 
measurable vector are possible, and in specific examples may be more 
useful. 
Remark 14. If Sv, and Set, are defined, then S(v, + VJ is defined 
and S(v, + VJ = Sv, + Sv, . 
Proof. For i = 1, 2 let [PJ be a core for vi and [QJ be a core 
such that u, QnsiH 6 D(S*) and S*: Qn iH ---t P,,,H for all n. For 
each n, let P, be projection on PfivlH n P,.,H and Q, be projection on 
Q2,,,H n Qn,zH. Then [Pn] and [QJ are cores by Lemma 1, [P,] is a 
core for vl , V~ , and vi + v2 , u, QnH C D(S*) and S*: QnH -+ P,H 
for all n. Thus S(v, + vuz) is defined and S(v, + vs) = Sv, + Sv, 
since these two measurable vectors agree on the core [Q,]. 
Remark 15. One could study the action of closed, densely 
defined nonmeasurable operators in greater detail. However, many 
complications arise since such operators cannot be added or multiplied 
freely. Thus it would seem that any theorem would involve numerous 
hypotheses; essentially, one would hypothesize whichever properties 
of measurable operators are needed at the time. Trying to develop a 
general theory does not seem fruitful at present. 
Let H be a self-adjoint measurable operator and &-, be a measurable 
vector. Then $(t) = eilH&, is a solution of the differential equation 
dz,h/dt = iH$ with initial data $(O) = I& . The derivative is taken in 
this sense: If S, is any sequence of real numbers which converges to 0, 
then ((e GW - 1)/S,)&, converges in measure to iH&, as n --+ co. 
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Similarly, the differential equation d#/dt = -HI/ with initial data 
#J(O) = &, has th e solution y!(t) = eVtH#. 
7. THE CENTER OF A NOT COUNTABLY DECOMPOSABLE 
Drop the assumption that the center of A is countably decomposable. 
Let 2, denote the set of those projections in the center of A which are 
countably decomposable with respect to the center of A. Note that 
2, contains the least upper bound of any countable subset of 2, . 
LEMMA 16. Let P E A. Then P is algebraically finite ifl PQ is 
algebraically jinite for all Q E 2, . 
Proof. Let U be a partial isometry in A with UU* = P and 
U* U < P. If Q E 2, , then QU is a partial isometry and (QU)(QU)* = 
PQ, (Q U)*(Q U) = U* UQ. Let A be an index set and (Q,, : h E A) _C 2, 
be chosen so that the QA are mutually orthogonal and 1 = En Qn . 
Then if PQh = U*UQn f or all A, summing yields P = U*U, a 
contradiction. 
If Q E 2, and PQ is not algebraically finite, then there is a partial 
isometry U such that U*U = PQ and UU* < PQ. Then (P - PQ)+ U 
is a partial isometry, 
((P - PQ) + u>*((P - PQ) + U) = P - PQ + U*U = P, 
and 
((P - PQ) + U)((P - PQ) + U)* = P - PQ + UU” < P. 
LEMMA 17. Let P, be a sequence of projections in A. Then [PJ is a 
core ar [P,Q] is a core for QA 1 QH for all Q E 2, . 
Proof. If [Pn] is a core, then PnQ t Q and (I - Pn)Q is algebraically 
finite by Lemma 16. 
If [PnQ] is a core for all Q E 2,) then clearly P, t I and P, is 
algebraically cofinite by Lemma 16. 
We will consider all concepts concerning measurable vectors 
locally; i.e., restricted to subspaces QH with Q E 2, . This is analogous 
to the way in which non u-finite measure spaces are treated. In general, 
our results and proofs hold with the obvious reinterpretations; 
exceptions and modifications are mentioned below. Lemmas 16 and 17 
are very useful, as well as the observation that if x E H, then there is 
a Q E 2, with Qx = x. 
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DEFINITION 3’. A premeasurable vector is a linear functional v 
on H such that v 1 QH is a premeasurable vector for QA 1 QH as in 
Definition 3, for all Q E 2, . 
DEFINITION 7’ The sequence vuj of measurable vectors converges 
to the measurable vector v locally L2 if for every Q E 2, , QZJ~ -+ Qv 
locally L2 for QA 1 QH. 
DEFINTION 8’. The sequence vj of measurable vectors converges 
in measure to the measurable vector v if Qvj + Qv in measure for 
QA / QH, for all Q E 2,. 
Lemmas 5 and 6 probably do not hold now, and then the first 
sentence in Remark 8 becomes meaningless. In Theorem 1, the 
statement that H is dense in RA is false. 
DEFINITION 13’. The sequence T, of measurable operators 
converges to T in measure if QTn -+QT in measure for QA 1 QH 
for all Q E 2, . 
The uniform convergence part of Lemma 7 does not hold. 
LEMMA 11’. There is a unique measurable vector, denoted 1, such 
that zjc m(P) < CO, then 4(P) = Pl. 
Proof. Choose an index set /l and {QA: h E A} C 2, such that the QA 
are mutually orthogonal, I = CIEli Q,, , and m(Q,) < co for all h E /.I. 
p1~1S ;he unique measurable vector such that (x, 1) = (x, $(QJ) 
Theorem 11 no longer holds. 
In Definition 18, add the hypothesis that QSQ = SQ for all Q E 2, . 
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